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Giving and Receiving : An Adventure in African Medical 
Practice by Anthony Barker. Published by Faith Press, London, 195-9. 
j 8s. Shortly to be issued by Collins as a Fontana Book. 

" Whatever benefit we confer upon the peoples of our colonies 
is no beneficence, but atonement for the terrible sufferings 
which we white people have been bringing upon them ever 
since the day on which the first of our ships found its way to 
their shores." (Schweitzer) 

"And if the missionary is judged, as I believe he is judged, 
not by what he does but by who and what he is; by his 
willingness to receive as well as to give . . by his identification 
with the people among whom he is called to live, it follows 
that he must study to understand their ways and aspirations 
in order the more deeply to commit himself . „ . His ideals of 
service, his unremitting work, the selfless expenditure of his 
days are meaningless if the desire for this identification is lost, 
tor nothing he can do, by the skill of his hands or the devo
tion of his life, can ever repay one hundredth part of the 
damage that, by their arrogance and greed, he and h 
people have caused." (Barker) 

!', 

HALF a century divides the worlds which formed them, and half 
a cont inent the spheres in which Dr. Schweitzer and Dr. Barker 
pursue their craft of medical missionary in Africa. These quota
tions reveal similar conclusions, but moulded and modified by 
the different times and circumstances in which their attitudes 
developed. And it is by the Schweitzer yardstick that any other 
such enterprise in Africa will be measured. 

'Giving and Receiving1 is the story of an achievement that 
tr iumphantly holds its own in this exacting test. The contrast 
in characters is s t r iking: Schweitzer, le grand docteur, aloof, 
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silent, authoritarian, embarking-—in his pr ime and backed by 
an established three-fold fame—upon his life w o r k ; Barker, 
young, extrover t , actively interested in people, his whole 
professional experience a brief war- t ime assignment as ship's 
doc to r ; but each of them accompanied by a highly qualified 
helpmate. The homespun, puritan plainness of Schweitzer is, 
in some degree, typified in his remarks to a recent visitor. 
" I hate comfort . 1 hate good manne r s " . And one understands 
what superficialities he condemns. But Barker could not say 
th is ; an oddly old-world courtesy among Europeans passes 
easily into the observance of the complex Zulu forms, and, 
while able to accept greater discomfort than most, the good 
things of life he appreciates. 

A world apart, also, are these two in motives; Dr . Schweitzer 
acting with a planned and calculated dedication, shaped and 
subservient to his developing philosophy; Dr. Barker, in o rder 
to marry the sooner, romantically and impulsively shouldering; 
his br ide 's obligation (in re turn for her medical training) to 
serve five years as a missionary, and rinding, in the course of the 
years, his own dedication. 

So, too , the geographical conditions in which the work is 
d o n e : the hot , r iverine forests of Lambarene, proliferous and 
enervating; the wind-blown Zulu uplands, where drought and 
water shortage are a hospital 's most t roublesome distractions. 

The differences in generation, character and locale engender 
a significant divergence in the doctors ' atti tudes to the African. 
" I am your bro ther , it is t rue , bu t an elder b r o t h e r , " says 
Schweitzer, in the old paternalist tradit ion. And it is said that he 
knows no African language, has little experience of o ther parts 
of Africa and meets no African politicians or intellectuals who 
might modify his views. Dr . Barker, on the o ther hand, tries to 
speak (and insists on being spoken to) in a pure Zulu, is easily 
informal with his patients and eager to meet and exchange view 
with all degrees of Africans. 

The equatorial people seem more primit ive, or have been 
less sympathetically presented by Dr . Schweitzer, than the Zulu 
as Dr . Barker reveals them, striving to come to terms wi th the 
changing world . Schweitzer 's obsession, no ted by many obser
vers, with thieving and his insistence on the locking up of 
everything, bedroom doors included, contrasts unexpectedly 
with this o ther hospital where all doors stand open and (a memory 
persists) a tin of cash lay a live-long day, open on a busy verandah 
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with a paper and pencil beside it for the rioting of additions or 
subtractions. 

'Giving and Receiving" is an important contr ibut ion to the 
li terature of race relations. Wr i t t en with leisured urbanity 
and good-humour , and infused with a deep compassion, its 
intelligent reflection of the evils of our South African social 

o 

system is more telling than much of the b i t te r writ ing that comes 
from Africa to-day. 

Here is an account of 14 years in which the Charles Johnson 
Memorial Hospital, in Zululand, has developed from a lantern-
lighted outpost , housed in a converted store, to an organisation 
equipped to serve some 40 ,000 widely scattered people. Ten 
clinics, at some of which 100 patients may be seen in a day, 
bring each of these people fortnightly within a 7 mile walk 
of a doctor . At a dusty cross-roads, the brightly colour-washed 
buildings which form the complex of this 400-bed hospital lie 
scattered on green lawns and confined by a hedge of white 
gardenias, the antithesis of the noisy confusion of its equatorial 
prototype ( " t h e most unkempt place of its kind i saw in Africa," 
thought Gunthe r ) . 

A great par t of the achievement has been the building up of a 
large staff of black and whi te , whose co-operative effort has in 
turn made the achievement possible. But much of the success is 
undoubtedly due to the Barkers' own willingness (which infects 
the staff) to put their hands to any job—whether it is laying 
bricks, cleaning sewers or hemming sheets—combined with a 
shrewd instinct of how to tap all available official sources ol 
money and the talent of appealing to public generosity. " T h e r e 
are no t a few men and women who will answer the call to build 
wards, but most rare are those benefactors who ask no question 
and require no memorial but a set of anonymous bu t infinitely 
prized W . C . s . " 

In a casual sequence, Dr . Barker recalls events and characters 
and so evokes a picture of the life of the high dry grasslands 
where his w o r k is set and of the people living there , still rooted 
in a tribalism n o w subjected to the insistent onslaught of modern 
economics, in his accounts of personalities he obliquely reflects 
the forces—race laws, economic pressures and social a t t i tudes— 
which govern their lives and are shaping the wider South African 
society. He illustrates, for example, how the efficacy of modern 
drugs in the t rea tment of tuberculosis is off-set by the reluctance 
of patients, who simply cannot afford to stop working without 
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welfare assistance for their dependents , to remain long enough 
in hospital for cure to be complete . Syphilis is now also respon
sive to t reatment , but impossible to control in the existing 
unstable economic and social conditions. The erosive evil of 
migratory labour is seen in a fresh perspect ive; there , a short 
way down the road from the hospital, is the recrui t ing depot 
for the mines and, large across the facade, the attractive invita
tion in Zulu : "Lovers of cattle, lovers of money, here is the 
easy way to the City of Gold. Here is the office." And to the City 
of Gold in great numbers they go, leaving, to struggle in poverty, 
the women, " w h o have few other ways of expressing their 
loving natures save in the physical process of reproduct ion . . . 
Ou t of the chill prospect of almost continual separation is born 
the inescapable need for the satisfactions of frequent and repeated 
child-birth, drawn out by suckling into months of full warm 
affectionate l iv ing ." There is the mother , in tears at the b i r th 
of a son: " I so wanted a girl. Now I've a boy and he ' l l have to 
leave me so soon and I'll never see him again"—a poignant 
reality in this Africa of migrant labour, pass laws, restr icted 
movement and farm prisons. 

The narrative is richly peopled—individuals emerging, no t 
as case-histories or anthropological specimens, but as human 
beings and as such regarded. There is the old Chief, son of 
Cetshwayo, taken to hospital to die of dropsy, but maintaining 
to the end something of the autocratic state of a past age; Ntul i , 
Depar tment of Health employee, who gave the newcomer his 
first clinical instruction in leprosy and his first lesson in horse-
riding and who , after a t tempting to murder under provocat ion, 
shot himself, but no t before arranging the repayment of a £c 
deb t ; Mlambo, dispenser-driver, who taught the doctor to 
drive a motor-car and gave him his first Zulu lessons. Recalling 
the girl who excused her lover 's attack on he r— " I t was only a 
little axe he u s e d " — D r . Barker pays t r ibute to the " jus t ice 
tempered by understanding with a liberal allowance of m e r c y " 
shown in the local courts in this type of case, the ou tcome of an 
" impe tuous at t i tude to the whole of l i fe" . There is a passing 
glimpse of the missionary-baiting white ladies : " 'Are they 
grateful for all you do for t hem? ' Margaret sighed. 'They come 
when they are i l l , ' she said s imply ." 

Margaret is always a presence in the story, not assertive, any 
more than in real life, but a presence with authori ty, whether 
she is "efficiently and dispassionately" drawing off a pint of her 
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husband's blood lor an urgent transfusion or, after a difficult 
night delivery, creeping back into bed, smelling of a " p r o 
prietary disinfectant", or searching her memory to soothe a 
deeply wounded nurse who insisted that Dr. Margaret had 
called her 'darky , ' whereas in fact, as she1 dealt with a patient, 
she had urgently commanded, "Mold the arm for me, d u c k i e . " 

Frequently the difficulties of over-strung race relations have 
to be sorted out . It was Dr. Barker himself who needed to be 
consoled by George, his African intern, of whom a passing 
' t sotsr rudely asked what he hoped to gain by talking in friend
ship with a white man. ' D o n ' t worry, Anthony, he was 
only a good-for-nothing corner boy, ' but I was not comfor t ed . " 

A critic has said that Lambarene is more important to Schweit
zer than Schweitzer to Lambarene. This is probably t rue and, 
on a more profound evaluation, it should be t rue of everyone 
doing creative work which will, after he is gone from the scene, 
continue a life of its own, though perhaps in different and 
unexpected form. Of this Dr. Barker is aware, devoting some 
space to discussion of what he calls the "self-limiting t ask" of the 
missionary. "Individually, then, the mission doctor is of little 
account and his hospital unlikely in future to retain even the 
local importance that it had in the past . . . Just as the whole 
missionary movement , with its insistence on the building up of an 
indigenous ministry, has within itself the seeds of its own 
end ing . " 

The conclusion he draws from his 14 years as a missionary is: 
" H o w e v e r you view your fellow-men . . . you have still to live 
with them as your neighbours. This book tells of an a t tempt to 
restore this lost sense of neighbourliness . . . For my own part, 
if anything good has been garnered, it owes more to what I 
have been taught than to what I have been able to teach, more 
to what I have received from these tough, humorous and astute 
people than to what I have been able to g i v e . " 

It is this appreciation, without arrogance or patronage, of the 
people for whom, among whom and, especially, with whom he 
works that gives this "adven ture in African medical p rac t i ce" 
a success, a significance and, possibly, an endurance that Dr. 
Barker's high medical qualifications and the hospital's modern 
equipment alone would not yield. 
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